Reaction dynamics of Mo + O(2) → MoO + O studied by a crossed-beam velocity map imaging technique.
The oxidation reaction dynamics of gas-phase molybdenum atoms by oxygen molecules was studied under a crossed-beam condition. The product MoO was detected by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer combined with laser multi-photon ionization. An acceleration lens system designed for the ion-velocity mapping condition, a two-dimensional (2D) detector, and a time-slicing technique were used to obtain the velocity and angular distributions of the products at three collision energies: 10.0, 17.8, and 50.0 kJ/mol. The angular distributions showed forward and backward peaks, whose relative intensities changed by the collision energy. While two peaks had similar intensities at low collision energies, the forward peak became dominant at the highest collision energy, 50 kJ/mol. The product kinetic energy distributions showed a good correlation with the initial collision energies, i.e., almost the same energy as the collision energy appeared as the product kinetic energy. These results suggested that the reaction proceeds via an intermediate complex, and the lifetime of the complex becomes shorter than its rotational period at high collision energy.